What is Qi Men Dun Jia?

What if you could forecast the outcome of a task or project before you even start it?

What if you could predict the results of a particular action before you perform it?

If you think it’s impossible, think again. All of these and more are possible with the art of Qi Men Dun Jia.
An example of Qi Men Dun Jia in China

Qi Men Dun Jia is an ancient yet practical Chinese Metaphysics art that has many applications in its use, including forecasting, destiny analysis, and warfare.

How many of you have heard of the Chinese tactician and strategist Zhuge Liang from the Three Kingdoms era?

Zhuge Liang, also known as the Sleeping Dragon, was most famous for his conduct in the Battle of Red Cliffs, where he helped his realm, Shu, obtain an alliance with Wu in order to fight off the armies of Cao Cao of Wei. During that battle, the Shu-Wu alliance wanted to make an attack using fire ships, however, the winds in the battleground were not favorable. Wu’s strategist, Zhou Yu, wanted to call the attack off, however, he was reassured by Zhuge Liang that the winds will blow in the correct direction at a specific hour.

Zhuge Liang instructed the soldiers to construct an elaborate altar, in which he would pray in order to get the winds to change. In reality, he had already used the art of Qi Men Dun Jia to foresee that the wind will start blowing the correct way at the hour he mentioned. The altar was built as a showpiece to the Wei spies and generals to convince them that something else was going on.

In the end, the strategy worked. Wu’s general, Huang Gai, was ready with his fire ships. When the direction of the winds changed, Huang Gai used his ships to set fire to the entire Wei fleet, inflicting a heavy blow. Thanks to Zhuge Liang’s usage of Qi Men Dun Jia, Wei’s attack was repulsed, giving the Shu-Wu alliance a huge victory over their rival.
Qi Men Dun Jia in Modern Day

In the same vein, QiMen can be used in the modern times for warfare, specifically, business wars.

QiMen has been used by business tycoons, CEOs, and other company heads in their business decisions, allowing them an unseen but significant advantage over their competitors.

Qi Men Dun Jia can also be applied in many other ways, but ultimately, a person who understands and implements QiMen into their daily life will be able to live happier, better and wealthier lives.
How to plot your Qimen Chart?

In order to see the forces in the 4 realms and how they interact with each other, we need to plot a QiMen chart. It uses the time and date to create a chart that represents an energy map which allows the user to calculate the energy flow.

Plotting a QiMen chart from scratch could take you months to learn and hours to do... or you could just use our online program. Here's how!

STEP 1

Log in to www.joeyyap.com/qimen
by entering your Username and Password
STEP 2

Plot a new chart by clicking on the button below:

STEP 3

Key in your Name, Gender, Date and Time of Birth

NAME:
Enter Username

GENDER:
Select Gender

DATE OF BIRTH:
2018 September 13

TIME OF BIRTH:
15 9

PLOT
STEP 4

You have now plotted your QiMen Chart.
What Do You See?

There are 4 main realms in QiMen, which are the Time, Space, Matter & Event realms.

- **神** (Deities) - Universe (Space)
- **天** (Stars) - Heaven (Time)
- **地** (Door) - Earth (Event)
- **人** (STEM) - Man (Matter)
The Basic Components

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Life Stem</td>
<td>The Life Stem in QiMen refers to the Person’s Day of Birth Stem.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Door of Destiny</td>
<td>The Destiny Door is the “Door” that the Life Stem resides with in a QiMen Chart.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Star of Destiny</td>
<td>The Star of Destiny can be seen as the Heavenly Star that resides together with the Life Stem.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guardian of Destiny</td>
<td>Your Guardian Deity. It is the Deity that shares the same Palace with your Heavenly Stem.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Destiny Palace</td>
<td>Your Destiny Palace is the Palace that contains your Life Stem.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
How is Qi Men Dun Jia used today?

1. **Spiritual QiMen**
   Achieve one’s life goals by harnessing positive energies (Qi).

2. **QiMen Destiny**
   Accurately predicting a person’s destiny base on the date and time of birth.

3. **QiMen Forecasting**
   Forecasting the correct decision in different situations.

4. **QiMen Feng Shui**
   Examine the Feng Shui outlook of a property for the future.

5. **QiMen Sage Path**
   Achieve desired aspirations by mastering one’s body, mind and soul.

6. **QiMen Oracle**
   Choosing the better decision quickly on tasks through daily forecasting.

7. **QiMen Warcraft**
   Combines the Art of QiMen and war strategies to use in the modern world.

8. **QiMen Strategic Execution**
   Picking the perfect timing to carry out important tasks.
Do you want to learn more about Qi Men Dun Jia?
Follow these 2 steps in order to get more information about Qi Men Dun Jia:

1. Join our upcoming Webinar on:
   **Thursday, 4 October 2018**
   At 7pm - 9pm (GMT+8) Asia/ Kuala Lumpur

2. Request access to our FB group for QiMen related Discussion:
   ![Join our private FB group](https://www.facebook.com/groups/qimenacademy/)
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